What do you want
to do differently this year?

CHOOSE YOUR OWN LEARNING PATH

Search for
videos on
any topic

Find educational
experts and real
classroom
teachers in
action

Watch a
program at your
own pace

Take courses
and earn
certificates

Access 55 selfpaced programs
in EI’s massive
video library.

Be engaged with
journals, group
discussions &
collaborative
assignments.

Build a
personal
learning plan

Create a play list
aligned to teacher
and leadership
standards.

Teachers are talking, learning and growing
with Educational Impact’s Learning Management System

500

250

150

Hours of
educational
videos

Hours of real
classroom
examples

Self paced
courses with
video, reflection
& discussions

100
Hot topics for
teachers
& administrators

Why Teachers Love Educational Impact
I have never had training like this that
had so much information that is going to
be so helpful. This was better than going
someplace and sitting. I could do it at my
own pace, plus with my hearing disability
I could hear it all. I am a visual learner, so
that is another plus.
L. Shearer, Manatee Public Schools
Manatee, FL

All the videos were interesting and made me
think about handling different situations in the
classroom. Writing about the different
situations I saw really made me think about
my reactions to the students and their actions.
I would consider it one of the more interesting
and real-life courses I've taken.
C. Kashner, School District of Upper Dublin
Maple Glen, PA

I gained new insights on how to
incorporate things in my classroom.
It gave me inspiration to try an
reinvent some old things to today's
way of learning.
P Hovland, Whitney ISD
Whitney, TX

I believe that the best assignments were the
discussion forum questions. It allows for
online participators to engage and interact
with other participators. I learned a lot from
the views, experiences, and opinions of
others.
R. Griffith, Jefferson County Public Schools
Louisville, KY
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